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This beautifully illustrated guide identifies nearly 300 common plants in Indiana's most prominent ecosystem—the Eastern
Deciduous Forest. For ease of identification, the plants are arranged by flower color or growth form, providing a convenient way to
distinguish a great majority of plants in any given woodland. Generous treatment is given to all major vascular plant groups of the
forest, such as wildflowers, ferns, shrubs, trees, grasses, and sedges. Michael A. Homoya not only helps with identification, but
also offers information on a plant's habitat, flowering period, familial relationships, biology, and connections to Indiana. For the
garden enthusiast and habitat restorer, there is a section on landscaping and natural community restoration using native forest
plants. A portion of the proceeds from each sale of this book go to the Indiana Department of Natural Resources for land
protection and stewardship.
Presents the history, geography, government, economy, and people of Indiana, as well as general facts about the state.
A heartbreaking and powerful story about a black boy killed by a police officer, drawing connections through history, from awardwinning author Jewell Parker Rhodes. An instant New York Times bestsellerAn instant IndieBound bestsellerThe #1 Kids' Indie
Next PickA Walter Award winner Only the living can make the world better. Live and make it better. Twelve-year-old Jerome is
shot by a police officer who mistakes his toy gun for a real threat. As a ghost, he observes the devastation that's been unleashed
on his family and community in the wake of what they see as an unjust and brutal killing. Soon Jerome meets another ghost:
Emmett Till, a boy from a very different time but similar circumstances. Emmett helps Jerome process what has happened, on a
journey towards recognizing how historical racism may have led to the events that ended his life. Jerome also meets Sarah, the
daughter of the police officer, who grapples with her father's actions. Once again Jewell Parker Rhodes deftly weaves historical
and socio-political layers into a gripping and poignant story about how children and families face the complexities of today's world,
and how one boy grows to understand American blackness in the aftermath of his own death.
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts a future world in which all
printed reading material is burned.
The sites in My Indiana: 101 MORE Places to See are a mixture of highly visible Hoosier travel destinations and many tucked in
nooks and corners around the state - museums, state parks, historic sites, monuments, recreation areas, and other attractions that
beckon to tourists. Written in a conversationsal style, the book offers opinion on each destiantion from a visitor's perspective.
Handsomely illustrated with more then 300 color photos, My Indiana includes detailed route descriptions, travel information, local
contact information and attraction fees.
THIS IS A BOOK ABOUT SELF-SABOTAGE. Why we do it, when we do it, and how to stop doing it-for good. Coexisting but
conflicting needs create self-sabotaging behaviors. This is why we resist efforts to change, often until they feel completely futile.
But by extracting crucial insight from our most damaging habits, building emotional intelligence by better understanding our brains
and bodies, releasing past experiences at a cellular level, and learning to act as our highest potential future selves, we can step
out of our own way and into our potential. For centuries, the mountain has been used as a metaphor for the big challenges we
face, especially ones that seem impossible to overcome. To scale our mountains, we actually have to do the deep internal work of
excavating trauma, building resilience, and adjusting how we show up for the climb. In the end, it is not the mountain we master,
but ourselves.
This is a book about paying an old and dear friend back that has done so much for you. Thank you my friend. You will be missed.
It is also about survival and attempting to walk softly through this crazy world we live in. With this, my second book, I am trying to
prove my point instead of my opinion. Douglas B. Egenolf was born and raised just south of Indianapolis, Indiana and is the
youngest of seven children. He has traveled the United States through his work and for pleasure. He is a lifetime member of the
National Rifle Association and a current member of the Ruffed Grouse Society. He still calls Indiana his home where he resides
with his wife and kids.
Wanda Lou Willis takes readers on a frightening journey across Indiana, exploring haunted houses, rivers, and other locations.
Supplemented with excellent original maps, photos, and illustrations, Haunted Hoosier Trails is a collection of spooky tales and
real-life horror stories that doubles as a Halloween travel guide.
The “fascinating” #1 New York Times bestseller that awakened the world to the destruction of American Indians in the nineteenthcentury West (The Wall Street Journal). First published in 1970, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee generated shockwaves with its
frank and heartbreaking depiction of the systematic annihilation of American Indian tribes across the western frontier. In this
nonfiction account, Dee Brown focuses on the betrayals, battles, and massacres suffered by American Indians between 1860 and
1890. He tells of the many tribes and their renowned chiefs—from Geronimo to Red Cloud, Sitting Bull to Crazy Horse—who
struggled to combat the destruction of their people and culture. Forcefully written and meticulously researched, Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee inspired a generation to take a second look at how the West was won. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Dee Brown including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
These people simply want solutions to their problems. They complain via legacy channels where the likelihood of a response is
highest--phone, e-mail, and company websites. Offstage haters don't care if anyone else finds out, as long as they get answers.
·Onstage haters. These people are often disappointed by a substandard interaction via traditional channels, so they turn to indirect
venues, such as social media, online review sites, and discussion boards. Onstage haters want more than solutions--they want an
audience to share their righteous indignation. Hug Your Haters shows exactly how to deal with both groups, drawing on
meticulously researched case studies from businesses of all types and sizes from around the world. It includes specific playbooks
and formulas as well as a fold-out poster of "the Hatrix," which summarizes the best strategies for different situations.
Continuing from Volume I, Volume II intersperses numerous soldiers’ letters with those from home. The issue of slavery from both the
owners and individuals is brought forth. Did colored men really serve as Confederate soldiers? Did free black men? Union soldiers described
southern women as defi ant, beautiful, crude, and pitiful. Read of women aboard blockade-runners, the fall of Wilmington, Sherman’s march,
Stoneman’s western raiders, and the end of the war. Did any civilians die due to these raids? Did they idly sit by as their lives and homes
were destroyed? The war did come to their doorstep during the second half of the confl ict. Both Volume I and II tell something from each of
the state’s 87 counties. Perhaps you may fi nd information about your ancestor among these pages. Information from period newspapers, as
well as mostly unpublished letters, tell their stories.
Coming of age in middle America, 18-year-old Rosemary evaluates how her entire youth was defined by the presence and forced removal of
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an endearing chimpanzee who was secretly regarded as a family member and who Rosemary loved as a sister. By the best-selling author of
The Jane Austen Book Club.
Indiana often calls itself the Crossroads of the Nation. It's not also perhaps the very nexus of US weirdness. Armed with Oddball Indiana,
you'll soon discover the strange underbelly of the Hoosier State, from brain sandwiches to square donuts. Indiana has monuments to Michael
Jackson, the comic strip character Joe Palooka, and the World's Largest Egg. It's where Alka-Seltzer and Wonder Bread were invented,
where A Christmas Story actually took place, and where the good but angry citizens of Plainfield conspired to dump President Martin Van
Buren in a mud puddle. Along with humorous histories and offbeat observations, Oddball Indiana provides addresses, websites, hours, fees,
and driving directions for each of its 350+ entries.
This richly illustrated book from the travel experts at National Geographic showcases the best travel experiences in every state, from the
obvious to the unexpected. Sites include national parks, beaches, hotels, Civil War battlefields, dude ranches, out-of-the-way museums, and
more. You'll discover the world's longest yard sale in Tennessee, swamp tours in Louisiana, dinosaur trails in Colorado, America's oldest
street in NYC, and the best spot to watch for sea otters on the central California coast. Each entry provides detailed travel information as well
as fascinating facts about each state that will help fuel your wanderlust and ensure the best vacation possible. In addition to 50 states in the
U.S., the book includes a section on the Canadian provinces and territories.
For nearly seven decades, Jane Blaffer Owen was the driving force behind the restoration and revitalization of the town of New Harmony,
Indiana. In this delightful memoir, Blaffer Owen describes the transformational effect the town had on her life. An oil heiress from Houston,
she met and married Kenneth Dale Owen, great-great-grandson of Robert Owen, founder of a communal society in New Harmony. When she
visited the then dilapidated town with her husband in 1941, it was love at first sight, and the story of her life and the life of the town became
intertwined. Her engaging account of her journey to renew the town provides glimpses into New Harmony’s past and all of its
citizens—scientists, educators, and naturalists—whose influence spread far beyond the town limits. And there are fascinating stories of the
artists, architects, and theologians who became part of Blaffer Owen’s life at New Harmony, where, she says, "My roots could sink deeply
and spread."

This public domain book is an open and compatible implementation of the Uniform System of Citation.
* The ultimate insider's guide to Columbus* Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides*
Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies in print worldwide*
Appeals to both the local market (2 million people call Columbus home) and the tourist market (219 million visits to Ohio
every year!)* Fully illustrated with 111 full-page color photographsFrom 'Cowtown' to the biggest town in Ohio, Columbus
has always been an incubator for new ideas and products. There's always something to do and something for everyone,
whether attending one of the many professional and amateur sporting events; experiencing fine dining or experimenting
with exotic cuisine; or participating in the city's vivid, nonstop arts and cultural scene. A hidden gem that stands on its
own, Columbus keeps people coming back for more.
Mr. President: A Life of Benjamin Harrison, the thirteenth volume in the Indiana Historical Society Press’s youth
biography series, examines Harrison’s rise to political prominence after his service as a Union army general during the
Civil War. Although he served only one term, defeated for re-election by Cleveland in 1892, Harrison had some
impressive achievements during his four years in the White House. His administration worked to have Congress pass the
Sherman Antitrust Act to limit business monopolies, fought to protect voting rights for African American citizens in the
South, preserved millions of acres for forest reserves and national parks, modernized the American navy, and negotiated
several successful trade agreements with other countries in the Western Hemisphere. After losing the White House,
Harrison returned to Indianapolis, once again becoming one of the city’s leading citizens. He died from pneumonia on
March 13, 1901, in his home on North Delaware Street, today open to the public as the Benjamin Harrison Presidential
Site.
Traveling with your dog can be a whole bunch of fun and saving those memories is more than a picture on a phone! Use
this journal to record all the fun your dog had while traveling and treasure every memory at the end. Collect all 50 state
journals! We at Leash Up Dog Training understand that your dog is an important member of the family. Please join us for
the Leash Up Podcast at www.leashuppodcast.com. The Podcast for the family dog, not the pack dog!
Indiana is artfully celebrated in this board book designed to soothe children before bedtime while instilling an early
appreciation for the state's natural and cultural wonders. Rhythmic language guides children through the passage of both
a single day and the four seasons while being gently lulled to sleep. These colorful pages feature a multicultural group of
people enjoying the Hoosier State's iconic attractions and features, including the Soldiers and Sailors Monument, Indiana
Dunes National Lakeshore, Children’s Museum of Indianapolis, Indianapolis Colts, and ice fishing.
A memoir of a cross-country road trip, the tourist experience, and the cultural touchstones that bring Americans together:
“A great story” (Publishers Weekly). As a boy in Ohio, Mark Winegardner spent the formative summers of his wonder
years touring the States with his family in a succession of recreational vehicles. Much later, only months before his
wedding, he undertakes another transcontinental odyssey—this time without benefit of license-plate games with his sister
or parental warnings to get his feet out of the car window. He arms himself with only the bare essentials: a Styrofoam
cooler; a Hawaiian shirt; enough cash for gas, blue plate specials, and the occasional knickknack; a buddy; and the
buddy’s ailing ’68 Chevy Impala. Determined to extract full value from every scenic overlook, these two set out to
discover America. They visit Xanadu, Foam House of Tomorrow, in Gatlinburg, Tennessee; and Truth or Consequences,
New Mexico, the only community named after a game show. They play the Easter Island Hole at Magic Carpet Golf in
Tucson. They marvel at the fourteen peacocks strolling Graceland’s lawn and at the vastness of the prairie states,
“where no one speaks French or pays to park.” They collect 3-D glasses. They eat Devil Dogs. They take the amazing
Miracle Photo. They discover themselves. Most amazing of all, they discover an unbroken chain of Elvis tapestries, Elvis
ashtrays, Elvis T-shirt wearers, and Elvis imitators that unites this land as surely as Route 66 divides it.
This is the first comprehensive and fully illustrated guidebook for nature lovers who want to explore the wild and natural
areas of southern Indiana by trail, water, or road. Featuring 95 beautiful color photos and 5 maps, A Guide to Natural
Areas of Southern Indiana provides ideas for a lifetime of fun and exploration, and makes planning easy by including
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directions to the areas, offering suggestions on what to do when you arrive, and what you will find when you explore.
Steven Higgs highlights each site’s unique natural characteristics and history with additional facts, anecdotes, and
observations. Higgs directs readers to the very best locations in southern Indiana for bird and game watching, fishing and
boating, hiking and camping, and more. Come and explore the natural areas that represent southern Indiana wilderness
at its pristine best!
The Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott King Award-winning classic about a boy who decides to hit the road to find his
father—from Christopher Paul Curtis, author of The Watsons Go To Birmingham—1963, a Newbery and Coretta Scott King
Honoree. It’s 1936, in Flint Michigan. Times may be hard, and ten-year-old Bud may be a motherless boy on the run, but
Bud’s got a few things going for him: 1. He has his own suitcase full of special things. 2. He’s the author of Bud
Caldwell’s Rules and Things for Having a Funner Life and Making a Better Liar Out of Yourself. 3. His momma never told
him who his father was, but she left a clue: flyers advertising Herman E. Calloway and his famous band, the Dusky
Devastators of the Depression!!!!!! Bud’s got an idea that those flyers will lead him to his father. Once he decides to hit
the road to find this mystery man, nothing can stop him—not hunger, not fear, not vampires, not even Herman E. Calloway
himself. AN ALA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS AN ALA NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK AN IRA CHILDREN'S
BOOK AWARD WINNER NAMED TO 14 STATE AWARD LISTS “The book is a gem, of value to all ages, not just the
young people to whom it is aimed.” —The Christian Science Monitor “Will keep readers engrossed from first page to
last.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “Curtis writes with a razor-sharp intelligence that grabs the reader by the heart and
never lets go. . . . This highly recommended title [is] at the top of the list of books to be read again and again.” —Voice of
Youth Advocates, Starred From the Hardcover edition.
Distributed to some depository libraries in microfiche.
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